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VISUALISATIONS OF THE RISK INVESTMENT
VALUATION AND THE LEVEL OF INVENTORY
CONTROL USING THE GEOGEBRA SOFTWARE
Summary: The development of information technology forces the usage of software tools
in the analysis and visualisation of risk in various fields including economics, finance,
management. The graphic presentation of analysis results as well as various relationships
contributes to their better understanding. Modern computer software allows for showing
dynamics of various decision problems. The aim of the paper is to present the dynamic
visualisations of risk analysis in selected fields using the GeoGebra software.
Keywords: visualisation in GeoGebra, risk, portfolio theory, omega ratio, inventory
control.

Introduction
Nowadays visualization is not only a form of static presentations, but also
tool of analysis, selection and perception of phenomena, facts and trends presented using graphical methods. Visualization can also be understood as the
processing of complex relationships into the form which is readable for the customer (using the mechanism of perception) with the use of graphic elements
[Dudycz, 1998]. Empirical studies revealed that people perceive up to 87% of
the information by sight, 10% of the information by hearing, and only 3% of the
information by other senses [Niemann, de Mori and Hanrieder, 1994]. The importance of graphic elements for cognition, understanding and remembering
of contents reflects the proverb “A picture is worth a thousand words”. The aim
of the graphics and animation is, among others, to complement the text, and cre-
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ate positive associations related to the presented content. The verbal information
enriched with appropriate graphics, are better understood and remembered than
the same message presented only in spoken form [Kozak and Łaguna, 2014].
The aim of the paper is to present the dynamic visualisations of risk analysis in
investment and logistics decisions using the GeoGebra software.
GeoGebra is “(…) a multi-platform mathematics software that gives everyone the chance to experience the extraordinary insights that math makes possible” [www 1]. It combines algebra and geometry and allow for dynamic visualisation of concepts with mathematical background.

1. Risk and its valuation
In making their decisions, the decision-makers are interested not only in future benefits but also in risk relating to that decision. The notion of risk is ambiguous and complex, and its causes can be traced to the uncertainty of external
factors (environment) and the uncertainty resulting from the decision strategy.
Thus, although the risk is a widely known concept and it is taken into account in
the decision making process, its definition and interpretation is ambiguous. Objective as well as subjective aspect of risk is expressed in the way it is measured.
If the causes of risk are objective, then its measure is based on random states of
nature and probability distributions of variables which are of course objective.
In contrast, a reflection of the subjective nature of risk is the analysis based on
the utility theory and preference relationship.
In the literature, risk measures are grouped in three categories [Kopańska-Bródka, 1999]: parametric measures (based on the parameters and characteristics of the probability distribution of random variables, e.g. a random rates of return), nonparametric measures (related to the assumed level of “safety” or
“ruin”), and criteria which are the basis for the order relations (outranking relations, domination, ordering and comparison of decision alternatives in terms
of the value of criterion).
For the first group of risk measures we will present an example of portfolio
analysis. In this approach risk is measured by variance or standard deviation
of the rate of return. An example of the nonparametric measure of risk is the
valuation of the probability of product shortage in the inventory control model.
In the third group of risk measures we will present an example of the outranking
relation based on the performance measure (omega ratio). Decision alternative
with lower value of the omega ratio is seen as more risky alternative.

Visuualisations of the
t Risk Invesstment Valuatiion…
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2. Examples of risk
k valuation in investm
ment decisioons
In this section wee will presennt two examp
ples of visualisation in vaaluation of
risk in invvestment deccisions.

Portfolioo analysis
In thhe classical portfolio
p
theoory the selecction of the optimal
o
invesstment decision is based
b
on twoo characteristics of the in
nvestment: gain
g
and risk which depend on gain
g
and riskk of all com
mponents of portfolio.
p
Ussually gain oof stock is
measured by the expeected rate of return and risk by the vaariance or thhe standard
deviation of rates of return. To illlustrate som
me dependennces betweenn shares of
stocks, exxpected ratess of return annd standard deviations
d
we will focus on portfolios consiisting of at most
m three sttocks. All po
ossible portfoolios can be visualized
in two diffferent planees: plane of shares of sto
ocks and riskk-gain planee. Figure 1
shows a set
s of exempplary portfollios consistin
ng of three stocks A, B and C in
these two planes. For all stocks we
w generated sets of ratess of return asssuming in
all cases a normal distribution
d
w
with
followiing parametters: A∼N(0..01, 0.03),
B∼N(0.066, 0.05) and C∼N(0.02,
C
0.04).

Fig. 1. Ranndom three-stoocks portfolioos in plane of shares
s
and risk-gain plane
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.
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Theoretically, the optimal portfolio of stocks is that which simultaneously
maximizes the expected rate of return and minimizes the standard deviation.
Usually such criteria are contradicting (there is no “the best of the best” portfolio). Therefore the investor is interested in the subset of all portfolios called the
efficient frontier. A portfolio is efficient if none other gives either a higher expected rate of return and the same standard deviation of rates of return or a lower
standard deviation of rates of return and the same expected rate of return
[Haugen, 1996; Elton and Gruber, 1998]. Any of the efficient portfolio can be
determined by solving the following optimization model:

VP2 → min
E P ≥ R0
N

∑x
i =1

i

=1

x1 ,…, x N ≥ 0

(1)

where:

VP2 – variance of rates of return of portfolio,
EP – expected rate of return of portfolio,
R0 – desired rate of return of portfolio,
xi – share of i-th stock in portfolio,
N – number of all stocks.
The efficient frontier is received by changing the R0 level in the interval
min (Ri ), max (Ri ) and solving appropriate models. The efficient portfolios
state the set of potential optimal decisions for the Mean-Variance criterion. Determining all of the efficient portfolios could be exhausting, but not all of them
are necessary. Any set of efficient portfolios can be described in terms of
a smaller set of corner portfolios. These portfolios differ in exactly one stock.
The algorithm for finding corner portfolio is describe for example in [Kopańska-Bródka (ed.), 2004; www 2]. Any of the efficient portfolio can be determined as
a linear combination of two adjacent corner portfolios. Therefore the examination of efficient frontier can be reduced to the finite set of corner portfolios.
In Figure 2 portfolios B, P1, P2 and MV are corner portfolios. Portfolio B is
a stock with the highest expected rate of return, portfolio P1 consists of two
stocks (B and A), portfolio P2 consists of two stocks (A and C) while the last
portfolio MV is the global minimum risk portfolio containing A and C stocks.
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Fig. 2. Corrner portfolioss and efficientt frontier in pllane of shares and risk-gain plane
(firrst set of data))
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

For three
t
consideered stocks an
a investor can
c analyze another
a
sets of realizations of raandom distriibutions of raates of return
n. Figure 3 presents
p
cornner portfolios B, P1 and MV. Portfolio
P
B consists only of stock B which has tthe highest
expected rate of returrn, portfolio P1 consists of two stockks (B and C)) Portfolio
MV, as abbove, is the global
g
minim
mum risk porttfolio but in this case it ccontains all
three stocks A, B and C.
In Fiigures 2 andd 3 we can seee the differrences in thee obtained esstimates of
gain and risk of portffolios consissting of sharees for whichh returns in bboth cases
were geneerated with thhe same distrributions.
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Fig. 3. Corrner portfolioss and efficientt frontier in pllane of shares and risk-gain plane
(seecond set of daata)
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

Omega ratio
r
The motivation for Keating and Shadwick [2001], the authors of omega
function and
a omega ratio,
r
was thee observation
n that momeents of the ddistribution
(mean andd variance) do
d not fully describe
d
the distribution of a random rate of return. Theyy proposed the
t measure which
w
takes into accountt all informaation about
distributioon of the ranndom variablle. The form
m of the omeega function also gives
the investtor the opporrtunity to take into accoun
nt the prefereences expresssed by the
threshold level (e.g. acceptable ratte of return) in respect off which the iinvestment
results arre judged ass desired (vaalues higher than the thhreshold) or undesired
(values loower than thee threshold). Omega funcction for a fixed value off argument
(thresholdd level) is thhe performannce measuree of a considdered investm
ment. It is
a ratio of the expectedd gains abovve the thresho
old level to the
t expected losses below the thhreshold.
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The omega functtion is definned as a ratio
o of probabiility weighteed gains to
probabilitty weighted losses,
l
relativve to a thresh
hold level:
b

I (L )
Ω( L ) = 2
=
I 1 (L )

∫ (1 − F (t ))dt
L

L

∫ F (t )dt

(2)

a

where:
F – cumulative distribbution with non-trivial
n
do
omain (a, b) and
a finite meean μ,
L – threshhold level (beenchmark) seelected by an
n investor annd L ∈ (a,b).
Figurre 4 shows the visualisaation (geom
metric interprretation) of tthe omega
function (upper
(
part) for the norm
mal distributiion N(2.1, 1..2) shown inn the lower
part of figgure. The om
mega functioon is also deefined as thee ratio of areea I2(L) to
area I1(L)), where I2(L
L) is a light shaded
s
(lightt gray) area above the ddistribution
representiing gains andd I1(L) is a shhaded area (gray)
(
below the distributtion representing loosses. Reseaarchers havee observed many propeerties of thiss measure
[Michalskka and Kopaańska-Bródkaa, 2015]. Thee omega funnction Ω(L) iis continuous and decreasing
d
onn its domainn, taking vallues from the interval (00, +∞) and
Ω(μ) = 1.

Fig. 4. Om
mega function for normal disstribution N(2
2.1, 1.2)
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

The omega function and thee omega ratiio as well ass the stochaastic dominance cann serve as a tool
t
for com
mparing two or
o more inveestments defi
fined by its
distributioons [Michalsska and Duddzińska-Bary
yła, (in printt); Trzaskalikk, Trzpiot,
Zaraś, 19998]. Figure 5 presents the omega functions off two investtments de-
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scribed byy normal disstributions N(2.1,
N
1.2) and
a N(2, 0.4)). The visuaalisation of
the both omega
o
functiions allows for
f valuation of risk of thhis two alternnatives. An
investmennt with lowerr value of thhe omega ratiio is seen as more risky tthan an investment with higher value of thee omega ratio
o. In our exaample, if thee decision-maker’s (investor’s) threshold levvel is below 1.95 (the saame units as for mean)
then the innvestment with
w distributtion N(2.1, 1.2) is preferrred to the othher investment. Thee opposite relation holds for the threshold level abbove 1.95. The visualisation of both
b
distribuutions allowss us also to id
dentify that distribution
d
N
N(2.1, 1.2)
dominatess N(2, 0.4) by the SISD (Second
(
Inveerse Stochasttic Dominancce).

Fig. 5. Com
mparison of tw
wo investments based on th
he omega funcction (case 1)
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

In soome cases thee omega functions do no
ot cross, and then one invvestment is
preferred to the other for any threshold level. Such situatioon is illustratted in Figure 6, whhere investmeent with the distribution
n N(2.1, 0.9) is preferredd to the investment with the disstribution N((1.7, 0.7). We
W can also notice
n
that ddistribution
N(2.1, 0.99) dominates N(1.7, 0.7) by the FSD (First
(
Stochaastic Dominaance).
The use
u of sliders (which is a standard ob
bject in GeoG
Gebra allowiing for dynamic chaange of valuue of parameeter) for the parameters of
o random ddistribution
and threshhold level alllows to anallyze the impact of changges in these pparameters
on the vallue of the om
mega ratio. Generally,
G
th
he omega funnction and om
mega ratio
can be useed in the valuuation of riskk of decision
n alternativess (investmennts) for any
probabilitty distributioon function, e.g.
e uniform or normal distribution
d
[[Michalska
and Dudzzińska-Baryłaa, in print].
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Fig. 6. Com
mparison of tw
wo investments based on th
he omega funcction (case 2)
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

3. Examples of risk
k valuation in logisticss decisions
Anallysis in the field
f
of the innventory con
ntrol and its visualisationns contribute to the efficient maanagement off inventory, which
w
is onee of the mostt important
elements of the busineess. Inventorry is usually defined as reesources of ggoods used
in producction processs (raw materrials and pro
oduction in progress),
p
inn auxiliary
activities (materials foor maintenannce, repair an
nd operationns) and in thee customer
services (finished prodducts and spare parts). Prroper inventoory control eensures the
continuityy of businesss processes, production
p
and
a selling [B
Bozarth and H
Handfield,
2007]. Thhere are two main modell of inventorry control: with
w continuoous review
and with periodic revview. In this article we ex
xplore the model
m
with periodic review, in which
w
a reordder decision is permitted
d to occur onnly at fixed inntervals of
time (e.g. every weekk or every 5 weeks).
w
Figu
ure 7 shows the
t visualizaation of the
inventory control proccess with perriodic review
w for indepenndent demandd.
The visualisationn prepared inn GeoGebra shows a graaph of invenntory level
changing in time, for random (normally distriibuted) demaand. The usee of sliders
for the revview period,, maximum inventory
i
lev
vel or param
meters of randdom distribution off demand alloows to obserrve the impaact of changes in these pparameters
on the levvel of inventoory in each period,
p
and to
t notice posssible shortagges (points
below thee horizontal axis).
a
In addiition, the usee of a random
m number geenerator allows to annalyze multipple variants of
o the consid
dered inventoory control problem.
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Fig. 7. Perriodic review model
m
of inveentory control (for twelve peeriods)
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

Our visualisation
v
n is very usefful in the valluation of rissk of product shortage.
Let us asssume that sttorage capacity equals 90
0 and demannd is normallly distributed with mean 20 andd standard deeviation 5. Iff we consideer e.g. 100 peeriods with
review evvery 4 periodds the probabbility of prod
duct shortagee for some realisations
of random
m demand may
m equal 0..07 with thee average sizze of shortagge at 5.35
level (see Figure 8). After
A
generatiing a new sett of realisatioons of random demand
the probabbility of prodduct shortagee may be as small as 0.011 with the avverage size
of shortagge at 0.22 levvel (see Figurre 9).

Fig. 8. Perriodic review model
m
of inveentory control for 100 periodds
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.
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Fig. 9. Proobability and average
a
size of product shorrtage
Source: Own elaboration in GeoGebra.

Suchh a simple annalysis as aboove can be useful
u
for thee managemennt of quality of serrvice. In ordder to increaase the quallity of servicce the mangger should
increase the
t storage capacity, which in turn will
w result in higher
h
costs of storage
or decreasse the intervval between reviews,
r
whiich in turn will
w increase cost of replenishmeent (orderingg). There is always a trrade-off betw
ween cost annd quality
of servicee.

Conclusiions
Modern softwaree tools are noot only used for data anaalysis, but they also allow to preesent the ressults of thesee analyzes in
n the form off various sum
mmaries or
graphs. Processing off informationn into an im
mage helps inn better undderstanding
of the deppendences, which
w
just nuumbers canno
ot express inn such an intuuitive way.
Visualizattion used to expose the dynamics
d
of phenomena is therefore an important elemeent which suupports decission-making. The exampples of issuess from different areas of humann activity (invvestment, inv
ventory manaagement), prresented in
this paperr, indicate thhe broad posssibilities of using
u
GeoGeebra in a dynnamic risk
analysis. The user-friendly enviroonment of GeoGebra
G
maakes for creaating their
own presentations, dyynamic visualizations an
nd even anim
mation usefuul in decision-makiing.
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WIZUALIZACJE W OCENIE RYZYKA INWESTYCYJNEGO
I STEROWANIU POZIOMEM ZAPASÓW Z WYKORZYSTANIEM
PROGRAMU GEOGEBRA
Streszczenie: Rozwój technologii informatycznych wymusza korzystanie z programów
komputerowych w zakresie analizy i wizualizacji ryzyka w różnych dziedzinach, w tym
ekonomii, finansach, zarządzaniu. Graficzne przedstawienie wyników analizy, jak również różnych zależności, przyczynia się do ich lepszego zrozumienia. Nowoczesne oprogramowanie komputerowe pozwala na pokazywanie dynamiki różnych problemów decyzyjnych. Celem artykułu jest przedstawienie wybranych dynamicznych wizualizacji
ryzyka utworzonych z wykorzystaniem programu GeoGebra.
Słowa kluczowe: wizualizacja w programie GeoGebra, ryzyko, teoria portfela, wskaźnik
omega, sterowanie zapasami.

